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1. Safety and Security Definitions

Safety and Security



The condition of being protected 
from or unlikely to cause danger, 
risk, or injury.

“They should leave for their own 
safety"

Safety (n.)                         Security (n.)          
The state of being free from 
danger or threat.

“The system is designed to 
provide maximum security against 
toxic spills”
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Adj. - Protected from or not exposed to 
danger or risk; not likely to be harmed 
or lost.

“Eggs remain in the damp sand, safe 
from marine predators“

N. - A strong fireproof cabinet with a 
complex lock, used for the storage of 
valuables.

Safe                                Secure
Adj. - Fixed or fastened so as not to 
give way, become loose, or be lost.

“Check to ensure that all nuts and 
bolts are secure.”

V. - Fix or attach (something) firmly 
so that it cannot be moved or lost.
“Pins secure the handle to the main 
body”
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2. Safety and Security Vocabulary

Safety and Security



Abuse (n./v.)
การข่มเหง, ใช้ในทางที่ผิด

Access (n./v.)
เข้าไป, การเข้าถึง

Bleeding (adj./n) 
เลือดออก, การเลือดออก

Privacy (n.) 
ความเป็นส่วนตัว

Careless (adj.) 
สะเพร่า

Catastrophe (n.) 
ภัยพิบัติ

Caution (n./adj.) 
ค าเตือน

Chaotic (adj.) 
วุ่นวาย

Guard (n./v.) 
การ์ด, ป้องกัน

Claim (n./v.) 
อ้าง, สิทธิ์, ค าร้อง

Assure (v.) 
รับรอง

Conflagration (n.)
อัคคีภัย

Consequence (n.) 
ผลที่ตามมา

Damage (n./v.) 
ความเสียหาย

Danger (n.) 
ภัยอันตราย

Decimate (v.) 
ท าลายล้าง

Defense (n.) 
การป้องกัน

Detect (v.) 
ตรวจจับ

Disable (v.) 
ปิดการใช้งาน

Encroach (v.) 
เบียดเบียน
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3.1. Asking for Help

ก่อนขอใหช้ว่ย

- Could you give me for a moment?
- Could you spare a moment?
- Can you spare a second?
- Got a minute?
- Could you give me a hand?
- Would you mind helping out?
- Would you do me a favour?
- I can’t manage. Can you help?
- I need some help.
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3.1. Asking for Help

บอกความตอ้งการ
- Could you help me with this homework?
- Would you mind looking at my homework?
- Help me with this homework, please.
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3.1. Asking for Help

ช่วย หรือ ไม่ช่วยดีนะ?

- Sure.
- Of course.
- Certainly.
- Sorry. I’d like to help but …….. .
- I’m sorry. I think it’s impossible.
- I’m so sorry. I really can’t.
- I’m afraid I can’t. Sorry.
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3.2. Offering Help

เสนอความชว่ยเหลอื

- Would you like some help?
- How can I help you?
- May I offer my assistance?
- Can I give you a hand?
- Do you need a hand?
- Need any help?
- Let me help you.
- Let me do it for you.
- Allow me.
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3.2. Offering Help

หากจะตอบรับ
ความชว่ยเหลอื

- Thank you so much. I really appreciate it.
- Yes, please.
- Yes, that’s very kind of you.
- Yes, that would be great.
- Thanks a lot.
- Great.
- Please.
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3.2. Offering Help

หากจะปฏเิสธ
ความชว่ยเหลอื

- Thank you. I appreciate your offer, but it 
won’t be necessary.
- No. I’m fine. Thank you.
- Thank you. I’m all set.
- Thank you, but I can manage.
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3.2. Offering Help

หากจะปฏิเสธ
ค าแนะน า

- Thank you, but I want to handle this on 
my own.
- Thanks. I know you mean well, but I don’t 
think that’s the right thing.
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3.3. Sample Conversation
Bruno: Hi, Silvy!
Silvy: Oh. Hi, Bruno. Such a perfect 
time. Do you have a minute? I think 
my Facebook was hacked.
Bruno: Oh, dear. How can I help you?
Silvy: Please have a look at my email. 
It doesn’t quite clear as there’re full of 
technical words.
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3.3. Sample Conversation
Bruno: Sure. It said your credit card linked with your 
account was used twice.
Silvy: Oh no. They accessed all of my financial details! 
I shouldn’t have used too easy password.
Bruno: Don’t worry. We’ll fix this.
Silvy: I should have considered more about cyber security 
and all the privacy stuff.
Bruno: Calm down. You should freeze your card first. 
Then, we’ll collect the evidences and call the police. They 
might be able to detect the transactions.
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3.3. Sample Conversation Silvy: Sorry to bring you in such chaotic 
circumstance.
Bruno: Don’t mention it. But next time, 
don’t be careless about online security. It 
could lead to bad consequences. Imagine if 
they know about your daily routine, it 
might affect your own safety.
Silver: I assure you I will. Thank you 
so much. That’s very kind of you
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Exercise

1. There are no _____ jobs these days.
a. security b. a secure c. safe

2. Ideally, your car should have high _____ locks.
a. security b. safety c. safe

3. The _______ of the ship is the everyone's responsibility.
a. secure b. safety c. a security

4. Pupils in our schools are taught in a _____ environment.
a. safety and security b. safe and security c. a safe and secure



Exercise

5. A _________ in 1947 reduced 90 percent of the houses to ashes.
6. The pollution could ______ the river's thriving population of 
kingfishers.
7. The earthquake was a terrible __________.
8. Some countries were weak in __________.

conflagration   bleeding   defense 
decimate   disable   catastrophe



Exercise
Ally: ________(9)_________?
Joy: Sure. What can I do for you?
Ally: I can’t read Germen. Can you 
read this message for me? What 
doesn’t this mean?
Joy: You just have to activate your 
email before using this application.
Ally: I don’t have one. Can I use your 
email to activate?
Joy: ________(10)__________ .

9. a. Could you give me a hand?
b. Would you like some help?
c. Would you mind answering 
me some questions?
d. What should I do?

10. a. Let me do it for you.
b. Certainly.
c. I’m afraid I can’t. Sorry.
d. Yes, that would be great.
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